
HOPweek is short for The Hague Orientation Programme. A

bilingual introduction programme for all first-year students of Leiden

University Campus The Hague. During the week, you will get to know

the city, your study, student life and your fellow students. It's the ideal

way for first years to begin life as a student in The Hague!

 

With the opening of Wijnhaven Campus in The Hague in 2016, HOP

officially began. Since then, a number of studies have been offered

exclusively in The Hague, such as : IRO, IS, Security Studies, Public

Administration, Urban Studies and several Master programmes. This

made establishing a Hague introduction week necessary. 

 

 Being part of the HOP board puts you in the unique position to form

connections with the whole Leiden University community in The Hague

and the countless people involved in creating an introduction week in

such a special international city.  



THE HOP BOARD 

The main task of the HOP board is to

organise HOPweek 2023; however, it is

more than just event management. A big

part of a board year is learning new

skills that will help your future career.

You will gain professional skills from

working with outside partners, learn

about graphic design and social media

as well as work with other study and

student associations. Each board

position has a different function with

different skills to acquire (see below);

but keep in mind that it is a team effort

to organise HOP. Next to your position

you work together to plan the different

activities in the HOP, create new ideas

and achieve the impossible.

 

Being a board member also means that

you work with other study and student

associations both in the Hague and

Leiden, as well as with our sister

organisations of OWL and EL CID. This

means you attend Constitution Borrels,

have great times (maybe even a board

trip) with your other board members and

get to know student life outside of your

study.

We hope this brochure gives you a better

insight in what each board member does

and what position you should apply for.

Don't worry, you can apply for multiple

positions. Excited after reading this? Go

to www.hopweek.org or to our linktree

on IG and apply!

T H E  H O P  2 0 2 2  B O A R D  



Chair 

Treasurer

Commissioner of Volunteers

Commissioner of Participants

Commissioner of Logistics

Commissioner of Partners 

The positions



THE HOP BOARD IN 3
WORDS 

Fast-paced,
Collaborative, Demanding  

CHARACTERISTICS
Visionary, 

Organizational,
Decision-making skills

 

IN SHORT
Ensures the team

functions, keeps track of
the overall year plans and
represents the HOP Board
to the university and other

organizations. Sounds
interesting? Become the

next HOP chair!

WHAT DOES THE CHAIR
DO?

CHAIRCHAIR   

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
CHAIR@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL

As chair it is your job to make sure
everyone else is doing their job.
You are up to date on all the
activities and tasks that need to be
completed and ensure that the
board works well together as a
team. You need to be able to
balance being a friend and being a
leader, and you should have an eye
for detail as well as an ability to
keep a good overview of
(sometimes messy) situations. You
are also in charge of leading weekly
board meetings, and delegate and
distribute tasks throughout the
year. Being chair is also an amazing
opportunity to develop your
leadership skills, organisational
skills and time managment skills. It
is not for everyone, but if you can
keep your head cold in stressful
situations and listen first and act
second – it might be for you!h



FAVOURITE PART OF
YOUR POSITION? 

My favourite thing about being
chair is that I get to influence
and see first hand the
professional and personal
growth of my board members.
We began not knowing much
about what our responsibilities
were, but collectively we learned
how to become more confident
in our positions. As chair, there is
always someone who will need
my input, a team that needs
organizing or a member that
needs help. I check in constantly
with my board members and its
uplifting when they tell me that
as chair I have motivated them
to give their best for the
organization of HOPweek and
maintained them with high
spirits throughout tough
academic moments.

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
CHAIR@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL

CHAIRCHAIR   
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CHAIRCHAIR   
A TYPICAL DAY AS

CHAIR DURING PART-
TIME AND FULL-TIME:

You begin by getting acquainted
with the planning and leading of
general meetings, studying the
feedback given to the previous
HOP and brainstorming what can
be improved, along with constant
networking with other associations,
introduction weeks, and external
parties. This can take between 4-6
hours a week. During the second
semester, your responsibilities
increase. You can't forget to
strengthen the team spirit of your
colleagues, you will be faced with
delivering projects under tight
deadlines, balancing your HOP
duties along with your studies and
making sure your colleagues are
doing the same in an efficient
manner. Towards the end of your
academic year and the start of full-
time, you will be working around 12-
14 hours a week. Yes, it will get
intense but as a 3rd year IRO
student who was doing her thesis,
HOP and 2 extra classes, if I made
it, so can you!

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
CHAIR@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL
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THE HOP BOARD IN 3
WORDS 

Joyful, Rewarding,
Intense

CHARACTERISTICS
Organised

Excel Mastermind
Creative

IN SHORT
You will make friends for
life through the board,
and you will genuinely
enjoy the work you do
and how it culminates
throughout the week. 
 Plus, you get to tell

people what to spend, so
you also get to negotiate

and be diplomatic. 

WHAT DOES THE
TREASURER DO?

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
TREASURER@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL

As a treasurer, my main job is
to create a budget for
HOPweek. Throughout the year,
the treasurer needs to make
sure that costs and expenses
stay within the budget limits.
Further, the treasurer also has
to ensure that all monetary
transactions are followed
through properly and done on
time. Other board members
may ask me for money for
activities, and it is my duty to
tell them what the limits are
and what can and cannot be
done. There’s a lot of
professional growth through
this role, including working with
softwares and event
management!

TREASURERTREASURER



FAVOURITE PART OF
POSITION

My favourite part of the role is
the fact that I get to work with
finances and have a clear idea
of each program  part as a
result of it. Each board member
is in charge of one program
event (a sub), and they have to
develop that event's budget on
their own. At the end, being
treasurer is also a team-effort
role as I never work alone since
I always need input from my
fellow board members. In
general, I love doing it because
I’m connected to every board
member and every sub! 

TREASURERTREASURER

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
TREASURER@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL
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My role is more of a wider
responsibility. As treasurer, I
always have to know who is
spending on what, so it requires
quite a bit of communication-
both with the board and with the
financial department. In addition,
a lot of my time is also spent on
networking events, constitution
borrels, and subs meetings. Both  
during part-time and full-time, I
often go to in-person meetings
with some external partners (a
recent example is King Kool
Hostel for dorms) to establish
partnerships. This easily takes
up around 15 hours of my week.
It can be quite intense
sometimes, but most of the time
it is very fulfilling and helps
establish a routine. 

TREASURERTREASURER
A TYPICAL DAY AS

TREASURER DURING PART-
TIME AND FULL-TIME:

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
TREASURER@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL
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THE HOP BOARD IN 3
WORDS 

Valuable, Unique, Eye-
opening.

CHARACTERISTICS
Good Networker

Negotiator
Creative thinker

IN SHORT
Do you like talking to

people and experiencing
new friendships? What

about using your creative
and out of the box skills

in order to recruit
volunteers? Wait no
longer and apply for

HOPweek's  2023
Commissioner of

Volunteers 
 

The role of commissioner of
volunteers has changed this year
and focused on three main aspects.
I was tasked in making the HOP
week a more sustainable
introduction week both during the
initial planning stages but also
during the week itself. I aimed to
work with local and sustainable
partners, properly reduce waste,
manage an eco-friendly system
and work in join collaboration with
my other board members to think
of creative and innovate ways in
order to be more sustainable.
Secondly, I was in charge of
catering for the introduction week
which meant to work with different
food and drink suppliers in
providing both a healthy yet
enjoyable food option to all
participants. Lastly, I was also
tasked in being in charge of the
training day for all the volunteers,
as well as being responsible for all
crew during the actual HOPweek. 

VOLUNTEERSVOLUNTEERS WHAT DOES THE
COMMISSIONER OF

VOLUNTEERS DO?

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
VOLUNTEERS@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL



FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
VOLUNTEERS@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL

The best part of my position is
that I get to interact with many
partners but also volunteers 
 from all parts of The Hague and
beyond.  I actively engaged
myself in networking events
organized by other introduction
weeks, student/study
organizations and staff events
which ultimately helped me with
my personal development goals
of becoming more active in
student affairs as well as public
speaking. This year we also
organized a very fun and
successful kick-off party for all
of the HOP community which
gave me even more experience
in event management. Lastly, I
get to work with a great team of
colleagues that help make the
HOPweek a fun experience. 

VOLUNTEERSVOLUNTEERS
FAVOURITE PART OF

YOUR POSITION ?
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FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
VOLUNTEERS@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL

In terms of time spent per week
on my board role this results to
around 15-17 hours on average.
However, it is possible to spend
more or less time depending on
what the given task is at hand.
Also, some roles require more
work closer to the full time
period whereas others start
early on. Often the above-
mentioned hours don’t consider
all the extra activities and events
you attend as a board such as
networking events or information
markets that happen during the
weekend. Lastly, travel time is
also not included in this
calculation as you also travel to
Amsterdam or Leiden for
meetings and events.

VOLUNTEERSVOLUNTEERS A TYPICAL DAY AS
VOLUNTEERS DURING
PART-TIME AND FULL-

TIME:
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THE HOP BOARD IN 3
WORDS 

Social, Active, Visionary

CHARACTERISTICS
Organized, 

Public speaker,
marketing

IN SHORT
Besides communicating 

 the most with
participants, you will also

be working behind the
scenes in organizing and
promoting HOP. You get
the unique opportunity to
listen and communicate

exactly what
participants want and
how to make HOPweek
the best it can possibly

be. 

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
PARTICIPANTS@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL

As the commissioner of
participants, you are mainly the
first person, whom participants
will have contact with. You will
be answering emails with
questions and concerns from
both students and parents and
you will have the big task of
preparing and design the
registration form for the new
students. However, this part of
your role only really starts late
spring to early summer. Over the
first months, your tasks will
include preparing for the Open
Days, communicating with the
organizers and presenting in
front of prospective students. It
is also important to have a plan
for when and how to
communicate with future
students. This includes batch
emails, Instagram posts and
stories, and a variety of
announcements.

PARTICIPANTSPARTICIPANTS WHAT DOES THE
COMMISSIONER OF
PARTICIPANTS DO?



My favorite part about my role is
the connection I make with the
participants of HOP. Participants
come to me with their
excitement, questions, and
worries and I am able to help
and listen to them to improve
whatever is possible. Another of
my favourite things is that I get
to interact with businesses of
The Hague and I get to know the
city I live in better. The
friendships I have built with the
other board members, together
we help each other to organize
this big project called HOPweek.
Lastly, being part of the HOP
board gives me the opportunity
to develop a wide variety of
skills, such as public speaking,
event planning, social media
design, and excel.

PARTICIPANTSPARTICIPANTS
FAVOURITE PART OF

YOUR POSITION?

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
PARTICIPANTS@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL
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This role has the most work
towards the end of the year and
summer. The first semester was
the least busiest time, I attended
general meetings once a week
for 2 hours and then worked
independently for 2-5 hours a
week. After Christmas break, the
workload increased. In total, I
would say I needed around 10-12
hours a week during Semester 2.
As a second-year student, I
would say the workload is very
doable with some time
management. Of course, there
will be some stressful periods,
but the other board members
are always happy to help out.
During full-time, meetings with
external people or your fellow
board members are in fixed
times so  you can easily fit them
to your schedule. 

PARTICIPANTSPARTICIPANTS A TYPICAL DAY AS
PARTICIPANTS DURING
PART-TIME AND FULL-

TIME:

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
PARTICIPANTS@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL
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THE HOP BOARD IN 3
WORDS 

Festive, Exciting and
Gezellig 

CHARACTERISTICS
Networking,

Dutch/International,
you like to puzzle with

practicalities and
finding how that can

work for your HOPweek

IN SHORT
If you like event planning
and would like taking up
a very diverse, logistics-

oriented role in an
organization with a ‘by
students, for students’

mentality, sign up for the
role of the HOP’s

commissioner Logistics! 

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
LOGISTICS@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL

As the commissioner Logistics
you take care of all practical
matters for the events that will
take place around HOPweek.
During the year, you apply for
location permits and arrange the
facilities that make the events run
smoothly. You take care of the
exciting challenges that come
with organizing and event for over
a thousand people! Some of those
challenges are finding suitable
locations and necessary objects
such as toilets, waste
management, seating
arrangement and more. Next to
that, you speak a lot with people
from the municipality, university
and external suppliers. 
. 

LOGISTICSLOGISTICS WHAT DOES THE
COMMISSIONER OF

LOGISTICS DO?



The past few years, the board
has been made up of students
from different nationalities.
There is a tight community
among all the former HOP board
members, and every now and
then we gather and exchange
anecdotes. I would say that the
diversity of former and my
current board is my favourite
thing about being part of
HOPweek. Being part of the
community has given me the
opportunity to meet and work
together with so many new
people from different cultures
and studies. 

LOGISTICSLOGISTICS
FAVOURITE PART OF

YOUR POSITION? 

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
LOGISTICS@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL
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The hours per week to spend on
this role are not the same
throughout the year, but they are
flexible. In the first few months it
will be about 3 hours a week, later
on this will increase more and
more towards the fulltime period
(which starts beginning of June).
Next to your board role you also
take care of sub-roles that are
exciting and important for
upholding the HOP spirit
throughout the year, which take a
few hours per week extra as well.
Outside of working hours, there
are also a lot of social activities
that come with this board role,
such as borrels with associations
in The Hague and Leiden that are
very fun and essential for the
HOP! 

LOGISTICSLOGISTICS A TYPICAL DAY AS
LOGISTICS DURING PART-

TIME AND FULL-TIME:

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
LOGISTICS@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL
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THE HOP BOARD IN 3
WORDS 

Challenging, Stimulating,
Thought provoking 

CHARACTERISTICS
Negotiation
Contracting

Financial planning

IN SHORT
Develops corporate

strategy and attract our
partners; you have to

communicate our vision
to them and find deals in

which interest of both
are met.

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
PARTNERS@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL

As partners you will be contacting
potential external partners for
HOPweek. These can be sponsors,
bike/transportation providers,
bars, and many more. 
As commissioner of partners, you
are responsible for all contact
with outside parties. It's good to
have a knack for negotiating and it
helps if you are a good listener.
You spend a lot of time thinking
about what partners can offer the
HOP, but also what the HOP can
offer partners in return. For
example advertising on the
goodie bags, social media or our
HOPweek app. As partners, you
will further improve and learn
about negotiation, marketing and
communication.

PARTNERSPARTNERS WHAT DOES THE
COMMISSIONER OF

PARTNERS DO?



My favorite part of being the
commissioner of Partners is
having meetings with fun and
interesting people. With the
board, you get to stay in
contact with the fantastic
partners we already have and
reach out to new ones that you
find interesting. You learn
valuable negotiation skills that
you will undoubtedly be able to
use in life.

PARTNERSPARTNERS
FAVOURITE PART OF

YOUR POSITION?

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
PARTNERS@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL
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Every morning I check my
schedule for the Partners I have
to meet and brainstorm possible
opportunities I could offer. It is
also fun talking to businesses
and organizations and introduce
them to the HOPweek. The
board role has helped me grow
as a person and learn about
being creative in initiating
opportunities and having fun
while working under stress.

PARTNERSPARTNERS A TYPICAL DAY AS
PARTNERS DURING PART-

TIME AND FULL-TIME:

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
PARTNERS@HOP.LEIDENUNIV.NL
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Interested in applying?
 

Head to the link in our bio and apply!
 
 
 

Deadline: August 12th

THANK YOU!

YOUR FAVOURITE
HOPWEEK 2022

BOARD


